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EVAN TODD (Gerry Goffin).Originally from Kissimmee, Florida, Evan is a graduate of The Juilliard
School and Tony nominated producer for the revival of Spring Awakening.He originated the role of
Kurt Kelly in Heathers the Musical and his film and television credits include Grumpy Cat’s Worst
Christmas Ever starring Aubrey Plaza, “Switched at Birth” (ABC), “Liv and Maddie” (Disney ...
BEAUTIFUL The Carole King Musical on Broadway | Official ...
"I Dreamed a Dream" is a song from the musical Les Misérables. It is a solo that is sung by the
character Fantine during the first act. The music is by Claude-Michel Schönberg, with orchestrations
by John Cameron.The English lyrics are by Herbert Kretzmer, based on the original French libretto
by Alain Boublil and Jean-Marc Natel from the original French production.
I Dreamed a Dream - Wikipedia
Rent is a rock musical with music, lyrics, and book by Jonathan Larson, loosely based on Giacomo
Puccini's opera La Bohème.It tells the story of a group of impoverished young artists struggling to
survive and create a life in Lower Manhattan's East Village in the thriving days of Bohemian
Alphabet City, under the shadow of HIV/AIDS.. The musical was first seen in a workshop production
at New ...
Rent (musical) - Wikipedia
A NIGHT TO REMEMBER 2019 Springsteen straps on a guitar for Danny Clinch's big night Saturday
night in New York, Bruce Springsteen returned to the stage for the first time since Springsteen on
Broadway, rocking out on two songs with the Tangiers Blues Band.. Featuring Danny Clinch on harp,
the band was entertaining at the Kristen Ann Carr Fund's annual A Night to Remember benefit.
Backstreets.com: Springsteen News
9 to 5 The Musical, with music and lyrics by Dolly Parton and book by Patricia Resnick, is based on
the seminal 1980 hit movie.Set in the late 1970s. this hilarious story of friendship and revenge in
the Rolodex era is outrageous, thought-provoking and even a little romantic.
9 to 5 The Musical | Music Theatre International
Bitingly relevant, sprinkled with sass and inspired by the hit film, Bring It On The Musical takes
audiences on a high-flying journey that is filled with the complexities of friendship, jealousy,
betrayal and forgiveness. Uniting some of the freshest and funniest creative minds on Broadway,
Bring It On features an original story by Tony Award winner, Jeff Whitty (Avenue Q), music and lyrics
by ...
Bring It On The Musical | Music Theatre International
New York theater ranges far beyond the 41 large midtown houses that we call Broadway.Many of
the city's most innovative and engaging new plays and musicals can be found Off Broadway, in
venues ...
Off Broadway Shows You Can See in New York Right Now
NOV. 21 - DEC. 29, 2018 Directed by MICHAEL EVAN HANEY The Playhouse's version of A Christmas
Carol combines faithful storytelling with spellbinding stage magic to bring to life its familiar story of
a sinner given one last chance at redemption by four persuasive ghosts.Ebenezer Scrooge
undergoes a miraculous Christmas Eve transformation as he views with new eyes his past, present
and the ...
A Christmas Carol 2018 - Cincinnati Playhouse in the Park
CONSUMED is a dramatic thriller that explores the complex world of genetically modified food. The
story is anchored by a working-class, single Mother on a hunt to uncover the cause of her son's
mysterious illness.
CONSUMED, the Movie
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An icon of Australian screen, television and stage Sigrid Thornton has been a key player in an
unusually diverse range of formats and genres, with the national press coining the phrase ‘The
Sigrid Factor’.
SIGRID:THORNTON - HOME
Alan Paul is one of the founding members of The Manhattan Transfer and an eight-time Grammy
Award recipient. He was born and raised in Newark, New Jersey and began his professional career
on Broadway at the age of 12 in the original Broadway cast of Oliver.
Alan Paul - The Manhattan Transfer | The Official Site
"Saturday Night Live," NBC's Emmy Award-winning late-night comedy showcase, enters its 44th
season for another year of laughs, surprises and great performances.
Saturday Night Live - NBC.com
Letters from Dennis. Hey everybody, "Way back in 1972 I was sitting in my garage with a little
Wurlitzer electric piano when this song popped out and started this whole train a rolling".
Letters From Dennis - The Official Dennis DeYoung Web Site
What if everything you love was taken from you in the blink of an eye? "The Host" is the next epic
love story from the creator of the "Twilight Saga," worldwide bestselling author, Stephenie Meyer.
When an unseen enemy threatens mankind by taking over their bodies and erasing their memories,
Melanie Stryder (Saoirse Ronan) will risk everything to protect the people she cares most about ...
THE HOST in theaters March 29 2013
Read reviews, watch trailers and clips, find showtimes, view celebrity photos and more on MSN
Movies
Showtimes, reviews, trailers, news and more - MSN Movies
The Legend of Keanu Reeves — With John Wick—the third installment of which is out this
May—Hollywood's most enigmatic leading man once again established himself as a bona fide action
star.But who is he, really? Alex Pappademas sits down with the immortal Keanu Reeves in an
attempt to separate the man from the myth.
WeSmirch
A Life of No Respect Lives On. 0% ...
Rodney Dangerfield
The Fargo Film Festival is proud to announce the line-up of selections for the annual 2-Minute Movie
Contest. Forty-five movies from around the world, representing student, amateur, and professional
filmmakers, will be screened at the Fargo Theatre on Friday, March 22, 2019.
Fargo Film Festival | March 19-23, 2019
Girls’ Generation Members Profile 2018: Girls’ Generation Facts, Girls’ Generation Ideal Types SNSD
(Girl’s Generation) consists of Taeyeon, Yuri, Hyoyeon, Sunny, Yoona, Tiffany, Sooyoung, and
Seohyun. Tiffany, Sooyoung, and Seohyun left S.M. Entertainment on 9 October 2017 but for now,
their departure from SNSD wasn’t confirmed.
Girls' Generation (SNSD) Members Profile (Updated!)
On VIDEO: JANE BURNHAM lays in bed, wearing a tank top.She's sixteen, with dark, intense eyes.
JANE I need a father who's a role model, not some horny geek-boy who's gonna spray his shorts
whenever I bring a girlfriend home from school.
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